Be Part of the

Renaissance
In the shadow of the State Capitol,
Madison’s CapEast District
undergoes a transformation.
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With dazzling
new commercial
developments, high-tech
and sustainable business
activity, and a host of
entertainment and recreational
attractions, the city of
Madison is giving new life
to one of its grand, old
boulevards.

employment hub.
“These are the first big steps,” Lee said of
what’s been accomplished thus far. “We’re just
starting, and it seems to me people are really
excited. We’re attracting people who want
to be part of finally creating the grand entry
boulevard to the Capitol that East Washington
was always meant to be.”

Uncorked Potential

Walkable,
bikeable,
		enjoyable …
… those are the words Lindsey Lee used
to describe the rejuvenation of Madison’s
once-neglected Capitol East, or CapEast
District. Lee, owner of Cargo Coffee, one of
several new businesses located in the stunning Constellation apartment tower, might
have thrown in workable and liveable, too,
because he’s in a unique position to assess the
CapEast’s new and growing vibrancy.
Lee is both a local resident and business
owner (he also owns a Cargo Coffee on South
Park Street and a Ground Zero coffee shop on
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Aaron Olver, director of economic development for the City of Madison, endorses
the conviction that these urban infill
developments are only the beginning. The
city’s proactive development approach is
attracting developers to pursue projects
on the estimated 200 remaining acres of
developable CapEast land, and that means
more tax base for the city. Olver noted that
the $40 million Constellation project was
developed on a little less than 2 acres, so
imagine the additional property value and
tax base that could still be “uncorked” in
the CapEast area.
“There are a number of privately owned
sites there that are great candidates for
redevelopment as the commercial market
rebounds,” Olver said.
If the high-rise Constellation is any indication, the commercial market is rebounding in spectacular fashion. The Constellation, designed by Gephardt Development,
features 220 upscale apartment units and
brings commercial tenants like the aforementioned Cargo Coffee, Tory Miller’s new
casual Asian restaurant, the local Google

office, Artisan Dental, and perhaps just as
important, constant street activation for the
700 block of East Washington.
Local bars and restaurants have seen
their business tick up since the Constellation
opened last year, and Gephardt Development
has lured a Festival Foods grocery to the 800
block as part of yet another dramatic residential tower project now going through the city’s
development review process.
Local alders praised developer Otto
Gephardt and his staff for connecting with the
neighborhood, communicating his vision, and
making a commitment to attracting local busi-

There are a number of privately
owned sites that are great
candidates for redevelopment.
— Aaron Olver, director of economic development, city of Madison
nesses. “They were sensitive to the setback
into the neighborhood, and they were sensitive to the Mifflin Street Bike Boulevard,” noted
Ald. Ledell Zellers, who represents the city’s
second aldermanic district. “I would cite them
as a great example in terms of partnering with
the city and with neighborhoods.”

Welcome Entrepreneurs
CapEast developers are not only fashioning
a lively street scene, but a welcoming home
for entrepreneurs, especially technology and
sustainability-oriented startups.

In the everchanging CapEast
district, newer
recreational and cultural
amenities are joining
popular attractions like
Yahara Place Park and
the Avenue Bar.

Willy Street), and he’s loving the combination
of new housing, technology-based entrepreneurism, restaurants, entertainment, and
recreational enhancements that has infused
East Washington Avenue and contiguous
neighborhoods with new vitality.
With the addition of the Internet retailer
ShopBop and the Constellation, and with
more modern commercial developments
on the way, an area that had lapsed into an
underutilized industrial corridor now is being
transformed into an entrepreneurial and
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Don Winkler

Will the new
Constellation be
joined by more
stars?

The district already is home to three business incubators — the Madison Enterprise
Center, Main Street Industries, and the Metro
Innovation Center. CapEast also is the present
and hopefully future home of Sector67, a
facility for talented entrepreneurs and young
technology startups to collaborate and develop their ideas.
Chris Meyer, director of Sector67, joked
that a few years ago he was a UW-Madison
college kid who thought the world’s boundaries extended only to the Capitol Square.

Just providing people with access
to some of this equipment ... will
definitely spur more entrepreneurism.
— Chris Meyer, director of Sector67
When he expanded his horizons by searching
for a facility to house his business concept,
prospective landlords viewed Meyer as a crazy
college kid with an unworkable idea, but now
he’s nearly outgrown his first location and he’s
courting investors.
By Meyer’s unofficial count, Sector67, with
its space and equipment for tinkering and
collaboration, has helped 100 businesses,
some in very substantial ways, some in more
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fundamental ways. He firmly believes the city
is on the right track in transforming CapEast
and the isthmus into a technology-focused
entrepreneurial hub, and that’s where Sector67 and organizations like StartingBlock
Madison, a startup hub, come in.
“Just providing people with access to some
of this equipment, some of the resources and
the ideas, will definitely spur more entrepreneurism,” Meyer stated. “Having a space where
somebody knows they can stop by and get
basic support, or maybe even in-depth technical support, is important.”
Among those who don’t view Meyer as a
dreamy college kid is developer Curt Brink,
who owns the East Washington building that
houses the Brink Lounge and High Noon
Saloon. Brink also is the developer of the
proposed Archipelago Village project for the
former Mautz Paint properties in the 900 block
of East Washington, and he hopes the Village’s
“high-bay” space will accommodate Sector67’s
equipment needs. Whether Meyer relocates
there largely depends on whether the parties
can make the financing work, but it shows
how dedicated local developers are to making
CapEast an employment hub.
Other commercial space within the $16.5
million Archipelago Village, which would
include a five-story addition to the vacant
Kleuter building, has been designated for the
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information technology and sustainability
communities. “That’s how we’ve designed the
building,” Brink said.
The technological momentum is so
strong that PerBlue, a Madison-based mobile
gaming company, is moving to South Patterson Street to take advantage of the area’s
business-friendly environment. UW computer
science graduates launched PerBlue, and its
employees covet the neighborhood feel of
the CapEast business district. “From a cultural
perspective, it meshes well with what we are
as a company, and what our employees want
us to be,” said COO Forest Woolworth.
Zellers noted that the focus on hightech entrepreneurs could leverage another
competitive advantage enjoyed by Greater
Madison — the emergence of Epic, now Dane
County’s largest employer, as a major player in
the electronic medical records industry. “With
some of the former Epic employees launching
some of their own startups, CapEast would be
a wonderful place for some of those, too,” she
said. “East Wash would be a good corridor in
which to locate that kind of business.”
Zellers and Alder Marsha Rummel, who
represents the city’s sixth aldermanic district,
mentioned the CapEast District as a possible
future home for a Sustainable Commerce
Center. One related study already has been
completed, but whether such a facility
would be developed in this corridor is still
unknown. The idea, however, is to make
CapEast the site of a high-tech cluster and a
sustainability cluster.
Down the road, technology businesses
could have options such as the proposed Yahara River Technology Campus, a vision of the
Mullins Group for the 1200 and 1300 blocks
of East Wash. The campus would emphasize
information technology as part of a multi-use
approach that takes advantage of the recreational amenities of the Yahara River Parkway,
including a bike path that enables people to
bike, jog, and rollerblade from Lake Monona
to Lake Mendota.
New developments would be served by
multiple modes of transportation, a robust
underground technology infrastructure that
runs parallel to East Wash, and additional park
development. The new Central Park, set to
open this year, is being developed in phases
and will feature a skateboard park, pedestrianbike access, and a “great lawn” that provides a
large patch of open green space.
Given Madison’s well-earned reputation as
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Redefining Madison

Building upon their successful collaboration on The Constellation, Gebhardt Development and
Bark Design are breaking ground on phase two of their visionary East Washington corridor project.
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a sports-crazy town, the city will invest $1.2
million to install a modern artificial surface
at Breese Stevens Field, transforming it into a
multiple-use facility for young athletes.

Stand Up Old Standbys

Recreation
along the
Yahara River.

There’s so much going on that longstanding businesses like Research Products Corp.
and the QTI Group now have more to offer
employees and prospective employees in the
way of restaurants, coffee shops, and consumer services. The redevelopment push also
gives local employers more reasons to stay
and engage in commerce here.
Londa Dewey, president of the QTI Group,
believes growth and development will only
attract more growth and development, provided it’s well balanced and includes enough
parking to support tenant and traffic growth.
She noted that Cargo Coffee and the Star Bar,
both located in the Constellation, are “fabulous” for East Washington. “We love to have
meetings with [job] candidates over coffee,”
she said. “Our employees appreciate having a
place to walk so they don’t have to get in and
out of their cars as much.”
More amenities are on the way. Across
from the Constellation, Festival Foods will
have a 50,000-sq.-ft., full-service grocery store
in the next phase of Otto Gephardt’s development of the former Don Miller site. That
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next phase will feature yet another attractive
mixed-use development with luxury apartments, but the grocery store has been on the
neighborhood’s wish list for a long time.
“A grocery store can’t be underestimated
as a neighborhood maker,” Olver said. “It will
serve commuters and residents and strengthen the appeal of that neighborhood.”
Gorman & Co.’s proposed Union Corners, to
be developed at the intersection of East Washington and Milwaukee Street, already has
its future anchor tenant, a UW Health Clinic
that’s now being designed. Union Corners will
be developed in phases, and Alder Rummel
is impressed that Gorman & Co. is working
with neighbors on their preferences for additional cohousing and senior housing that
is LGBT-friendly. “Gorman had been studying
cohousing,” Rummel noted, “so it was exciting
for neighbors to see that high level of interest.”
A good mix of developments has long
been a goal of residents and business people
on both sides of East Wash. Eric Swanson, vice
president of manufacturing for Research Products Corp., served on the Capital East Gateway
BUILD Committee and other committees that
sought to enrich the corridor with a mix of
small and large businesses. Research Products
Corp. has been on East Wash for 75 years, and
Swanson said recent commercial developments have given the old boulevard new life.
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CapEast’s
future.

He quickly ticked off the list of additions, from
the Brass Rail to the Brink Lounge to ShopBop
and the Constellation.
“There is more energy here than there
has been in a very long time,” Swanson said.
“We wanted a vibrant boulevard. We wanted
to make sure we strengthened the neighborhoods and enhanced iconic views of the
Capitol. All those seem to be working well.”
Swanson is especially pleased that the area
has room for smaller businesses like RP’s Pasta,
the Old Sugar Distillery, the Underground
Kitchen Collective, the Roman Candle Pizzeria,
and much to his own delight, an EVP Coffee
Shop. “The corridor needs to be an employment center that includes commercial and
light manufacturing,” he said. “We wanted to
make sure it had a good mix of larger entities
and a lot of smaller businesses.”
Marianne Morton, executive director of
Commonwealth Development, a 35-year-old
nonprofit community development corporation on Williamson Street, says business
diversity will ensure CapEast’s vibrancy. “It’s
the perfect location for innovation and a mix
of businesses,” Morton said. “It’s got two very
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thriving, eclectic neighborhoods on either
side — the Williamson-Marquette neighborhood and the Tenney-Lapham neighborhood
— and it’s close to the Capitol, which is a great
advantage. There is a lot of infrastructure here,
and it’s a very walkable area, so the ideal of
work-life balance is here.”
With all this development momentum,
and plenty of developable property still to

There is more energy here than
there has been in a very long time.
We wanted a vibrant boulevard.
— Eric Swanson, VP of manufacturing, Research Products Corp.
be transformed, there is no better time for
commercial developers to step forward and
work with CapEast neighborhoods. “This is
the time for developers and businesses to
take advantage of the opportunity because if
they have a good design concept, it will move
forward,” Alder Zellers said. “It’s time to get on
board.”
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Be part of something

fresh, innovative
and evolving
Capitol East District

The Capitol East District is continuing to grow and develop.
We’d like your business to add to the spark.
Reach out if you want to be a key part of the District.

Contact:
Aaron Olver, Director of Economic Development
608.261.9983 | aolver@cityofmadison.com
For updates on happenings in the Capitol East District,
please visit our website at www.capitoleastdistrict.com.

